The possibility of anticommunication: an email interview w i t h Herbert Brun
Lyn Gallach

Herbert Brun is a Berlin-born
composer, who, after spending
some time in Israel, found himself
at the University of Illinois, where
he currently teaches a so-called venerable seminar on experimental
composition. Along with Kenneth
Gaburo, Brun is considered one of
the founders of the school of
compositional linguistics. In Collaboration One the two composers
explore some remarkable points of
common interest? The publication
of this joint effort is significant because it outlines essential aspects
of Briin's extraordinary approach
to composition. In the introduction
he asks that his computer graphics,
entitled M l ~ t a t i sM u t a n d i s , be
viewed and interpreted not as a
score, nor as a starting p o h t for
improvisation. Rather, viewers are
called upon to reconstruct their own
version of each graphic image and
to articulate what process they
would have preferred to use to generate these images: their analysis is
the composition.
The questions in this interview
were sent in bulk and answered,
after not too much procrastination,
but after careful thought and some
frustration, in the order that they
were asked.
The quotations in this interview
are drawn from Briin's book M y
Words and Where I Want kern.^
Computer graphics on p.27 and
p.30 are taken from Mtitatis
M u t a n d i s , Herbert Brun and
KemethGaburo, Collnborntion One.

Is the not-yet-conscious3 music?
Perception is not yet or not ever conscious.

In 'a real world'
the analysis of the whole I perceives
is the synthesis of the whole I
registers.
Any further analysis of the whole I
registers
is conjecture conditioned by the initial
analysis.
In composition

the analysis of the whole exposes
the distinct and, now, autonomous
items and processes which composed
the synthesized whole wherein
their distinctions and autonomies
are lost to
its distinction and autonomy.

I always perceives everything and
always registers but preferred segments
of the perceived whole.
In a 'real world'

I registers as synthesis the analysis

I made after perception.
In 'the composed world'

I registers as analysis that which is
part but not all
of the perceived synthesis I made.
Thus, in 'a real world'
I perceives the whole as being its

registered parts.
In 'the composed world' I does not.4

Is theology music?
Theology:the scientificallyconstructed history of all refusals which smothered attempts. In this history, music is a tortured alien.

Is the act of composition therefore utopian?
Composition: if intentionally false now and here, and true then and there,
where 'here' is not 'there' and 'then' is not 'now' - could claim to be utopian.
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Does music have a line of argument?
Composed music has a line of argument which allows listeners to follow
the time of events in correct steps of cognition - which soon after appear to
have been steps of error and thereby evoke in the listeners the phenomenon
of 'retroactive correction': ALWAYS RIGHT yet only TILL NOW and thus
NEVER for long - SO then retards composition the decay of the music.

Does a socially beneficial composition5 mean that aesthetics are inevitably ethics?
If, as I say, Ethics unites all the criteria which demand from a decision that
it add alternatives (increase freedom) and at the same time attenuate the
difference between powers (decrease power), - then my composition - which
I like - of what I do not like yet and which results in what I'll then hear and see,
will teach, yes, teach me its, yes, its aesthetics.
We learn aesthetics from respected traces left by loved composition. I
stubbornly refrain from teaching aesthetics in any other way.
{[( pimprovisation peddles pious prayers

to stopmodern typocrisy )])

Hozo zoould Kenneth Gaburo have hoped his audience to listen?
Gaburo was Kenneth who never knew yet steadily believed, that if you
hear what he listens to, and listen to what he hears, and lend both ears and both
eyes to the reports he extracted and quoted and listed and ordered and
composed - then you and I might learn how to ask for more attention to
perceptivity and demand better choices to become registered.
Compose a program note containing n sentences commenting on a
piece of music you wrote.
Mount them on a surface and cover each sentence with opaque peeloff tape.
At each hearing of the piece commented on, let the listener peel off
just tape, so that the note grow with the listener's competence
together.
When the piece has been heard n times and, thus, n sentences (the
complete note) have become visible, let the listener decide, whether
an understanding of significant pleasure has been a ~ h i e v e d . ~

Is Compositional Linguistics a system ofpee thought? Chris Mann says, "Language
is themechanism whereby yoti understand what I'm thinking better than ldo. (Where
'I' is defined by those changes for which I is required.7)" Ispee thought possible?
If I don't say "free of" or "free from" but "free to," then free is a variable
containing a quantity, the number of alternatives open, available, accessible
in moments when I can, must, may, might, wish to, need to, make a decision.
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The freedom of a person or situation can be measured by the quantity
of alternatives offered to this person or situation at some now and here.
Free thought is one of many "free" "thoughts." Manifesting choice,
thought liberates itself from the rules of belief. I know better than you why
and how you understand what I think better than I do. I is out of your mind.8

If, as in a piece like Dust, the stress is the music rather than thegesture, are composers
composing composing, rather than orchestrating listening?
Yes, if the composer does not "like" it yet - "yet" implying a promise.

What is a context?
Not "what" but "when" is context?!
If the guy I want to move in with is still the guy I want to move in with
even after I have moved in with him then he is not the guy I want to
have moved in with!9

Whose responsibility is it to maintain a context where experimental music can
survive, the audience or the composer?
When "it" sees and listens for being seen and heard and listened to and
stays for more and claims to be needed and wanted and is not necessarily
people but can be landscape, furniture, language, dance, weather, animals,
mood, ideas, silence...and behaves as if addressed by messages "it" needs and
desires to decode - as if they were not only its secret language. Then that,
temporarily and by seduced or deductive invasion, turns inside out and
becomes that context. Only then! Opportunity rather than responsibility. -
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Does it include understanding, interpretation?
To understand a composition in the light of the past requires but
commonplace classification.
To understand the past in the light of a composition requires
distinguishing description.
A composition wishes to be understood as being unlike, not as
being like, other compositions.
Its initial unintelligibility promises worthwhile events before final
communicativity and death.lO

Is composing a Language for a not yet knozun context the same thing as
anticommunicationll ?
No. Not when I am asked about it. I intend anticommunication to experiment in and during a well known context with a not yet known "language."

Nevertheless, are both a challenge to the referentiality of words?
Yes, when I am asked, whether a composed language can by experimentation and maliciously playful teasing seed and nurse a yet unknown or,
better, unnoticed context which might appear to nest, or to be nested by, the
initial context, and thus rather celebrates the challenge to the referentiality of
words.
By way of Definitions I tell my partner not only what is but also
what could be the case.
By way of Declarations I tell my partner not only what he could do
but also what he actually does.
Since things not only are what is said about them but also what is
done to and with them, the universe of definition derides declarations so that the universe of declaration may lack definition.
Def makes Dec pay penance for Def's deeds. Dec knows how Def
did it, but question whether Def did it or not, is corrupted into the
question of innocence: whether Dec, and thus anyone, can know it
or not.12

IfUThingsis zohat's said about them, or else!"13, what happens when zoe can't speak?
"things is what is said about them" is only the case when we speak and
when we are heard (at least by ourselves).

I f "a la~zguagelost is a language found"l4, and a languagefound is a language lost,
are we stuck?
Even if we can neither speak nor hear: This has never yet stopped anyone
from doing it, preferably to others. So we speak. And as long as we speak we
suffer social reality which always kindly adjusts to our cooing or indignant
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speakingwhich always adjuststoourbeckoning or shruggingor fingerpointing
reality which thus is just ours as we are its - if you call that "stuck then I shiver
at the thought that you might change your mood and call it "at last flexibility
mobile!" In the social domain things IS what is said about them: please, please
heed your neighbours' grammar torturing language so that it may murder
you in their innocence. And while I'm at it: Don't let me get away with it
either!! (see postface, I mean of course stopface).

I never wrote "found." I wrote "gained." A language. -As long as there
are sentences, words will mean what makes the sentence "true." A language
gained trains words in supporting the sentence. A language lost trains
sentences to confirm the inherited meanings of its words.

What happens to words?
Words always mean what they say. They do not often say what we mean?

How do we know this if they speak for themselves??
Anticommunication attempts to turn self-righteouswords into friends not
tools or weapons, but rather tearfully smiling players participating in our
'noisy sentence-coached and sentence-conducted ensemble.
A Commonplace For Holydays.

They could not understand it.
So they simply agreed,
that they did not understand,
and that "it" was neither plausible
nor really understandable.15
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